We gave them the new Nikon® D80™. What they gave back was stunning.
They shoot for photo sites like Flickr. They shoot for family photo albums. They shoot because they’re passionate about taking pictures. What did they capture with the new 10.2 megapixel Nikon® D80™? See more of the jaw-dropping highlights at stunningnikon.com/dslr.
If photography is your passion, the stunning new Nikon® D80™ is your Digital SLR.

10.2 megapixel Nikon DX format image sensor. New high-resolution Nikon image processing engine. Up to 2,700 images per battery charge.

The Nikon D80 is here. Designed to put high-performance capabilities in the hands of anyone who loves taking pictures, the Nikon D80 offers unprecedented sharpness and color in a Digital SLR at this level.

Add an instant 0.18 sec start-up with a fast 80ms shutter response, and you’ve got a Digital SLR that’s uniquely suited to the needs of the passionate shooter — one that could only have been engineered by a camera company that’s been perfecting digital cameras for years. The Nikon D80, available with the astonishing 18-135mm 7.5x Zoom-AF Nikkor® lens for just $1299.95.* Further proof that there are Digital SLRs and then there are Nikon Digital SLRs. For more, go to stunningnikon.com/dslr

*Estimated selling price.